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Abstract. This work describes application of local search based al-
gorithms for job scheduling in the Grid environment where dynamic
changes occur. The primary intent is to consider problems with the typ-
ical quality of service constraint taking into account and minimizing the
number of late jobs. To achieve this goal a special instance of the Tabu
search algorithm applicable to dynamic problems is proposed. Also a new
dispatching rule generating the initial solution is introduced. Comparison
with typical queue-based policies such as First Come First Served, Ear-
liest Deadline First or Easy Backfilling is provided. Experimental results
shows that local search based algorithms is a promising technique with
better performance than queue-based algorithms while still fast enough
to provide solutions in a reasonable time.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe application of dispatching rule [9] and Tabu search [10]
algorithm for job scheduling in the Grid [8] environment where nontrivial QoS
is required. Unlike to common production systems like PBS [6], Condor [20],
LSF [22] or meta-scheduling systems such as Grid Service Broker [21], Grid-
Way [12] and GRMS [11] that all use queue-based scheduling policies we are
using schedule-based [13] approach which allows us to precisely map jobs onto
machines in time. While queue-based systems maintain information only about
resources this approach uses information about the run time of all jobs [13].
This allows us to use advanced scheduling algorithms [17, 9] to optimize the
schedule—in this case to minimize the number of delayed jobs. We focus on
local search methods [9] and dispatching rules [17] to achieve this goal.

This work describes in detail the dispatching rule used to create initial sched-
ule and Tabu search algorithm design to optimise it wrt. objective function.
Single QoS based objective function focusing on maximizing the number of jobs
that meet their deadline [5] is used. We use a dynamic environment [3, 15, 18]
where jobs are arriving over the time and disappear at their completion time.
For this dynamic problem local search based optimalization seems to be very
suitable but according to our knowledge it was only applied to static problems
where the assumption is that all the jobs and resources are known in advance



and the local search for all jobs must be performed en bloc [1, 2]. Since this can
be very time consuming operation we always use previously computed schedule
as the starting point for a new solution computation when new job arrives in
the system. This helps us to keep the run time short. Experimental evaluation
performed in our Grid scheduling simulation environment Alea [14] showed in-
teresting results for local search algorithms by means of improvement in the
quality of objective function and still good run time in comparison to common
queue-based scheduling policies.

The structure of the paper is following. Next section formulates the main fea-
tures of the Grid scheduling problem. Following section describes the algorithms
used to create and optimize the schedule. Then we present some experimental
results, and the last section concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2 Problem Description

Let us briefly describe characteristics of the Grid scheduling problem [7]. In the
static case, all information about scheduled jobs and resources are known before
any scheduling process starts. Here the problem of n jobs and m resources is con-
sidered. More realistic case includes dynamic behavior of the system. Resources
may change, jobs are not known in advance and they appear while other jobs
were already scheduled and are running. In this paper, we still expect the fixed
set of resources but we allow changes in the set of jobs. As the time is running,
new jobs may appear and processing of other jobs is completed.

Each job is characterized with the release date (arrival time) rj representing
the time when the job appears in the system. Job deadline dj is understood as
a desired job completion time which should be kept. Job j has known process-
ing time pi,j which depends on the CPU speed of machine i. Job also requires
Ri,j number of CPUs for its execution (Ri,j > 0). Resources are computational
machines with known capacity Ri representing the number of CPUs. All CPUs
within one machine has the same speed si. Different machines may have different
speeds.

Various objective functions can be considered such as makespan or average
flow time. In this work the goal of the scheduler is to maximize the number of
jobs that meet their deadline [5]. The higher this number is the higher QoS is
provided to the users, i.e., job owners. This value is represented by unit penalty
function U =

∑n

j=1 Uj where Uj = 1 if Cj > dj holds otherwise Uj equals to 0.
Since Cj represents the job completion time, the unit penalty represents the
number of late jobs. An important objective function we also consider is the
tardiness given as a sum of Tj = max(Cj − dj , 0) over all jobs j.

3 Algorithms

Here we will concentrate on the description of the algorithms which are used to
generate and optimize the schedule. The schedule is composed of several resource
schedules. Each resource schedule is a list of jobs planned to be executed on this



resource. Schedule represents jobs that will be executed on available resources,
jobs already sent to resources are not affected by the scheduling process.

The algorithms are designed to minimize the unit penalty function U in the
dynamic situation when new jobs are arriving into the system. Let us note that
the final unit penalty Uj of each job j is known when this job is completed.
Because we need this information during scheduling process even when all jobs
are not known in advance, we need to approximate current unit penalty as
Uexpected.

Uexpected =

m
∑

i=1



UC [i] +

|schedule[i]|
∑

j=1

(expected Ui,j)



 . (1)

UC [i] stores known values of Uj of jobs already completed on resource i while
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1 (expected Ui,j) approximates expected unit penalty of currently
known jobs planned to be executed on resource i. The value of expected Ui,j

can be approximated because the processing time pi,j is known as well as other
important parameters such as dj , Ri,j , Ri and si. Using this information and
the current schedule it is possible to compute expected completion time Cj for
each job present in the system at this moment.

Dispatching rule called Minimum Tardiness Earliest Deadline First (MT-
EDF) is used to create initial schedule using previously computed schedule. It
places incoming job into such resource where the expected unit penalty or ex-
pected tardiness after adding this job will be minimal.1 In this resource the job is
placed according to EDF strategy [17]. Detailed implementation of the algorithm
is described at Fig. 1.

Optimization of existing schedule is performed by Tabu Search (TS) [10,
9]. Our implementation of Tabu search (see Fig. 2) optimizes existing sched-
ule by moving tardy jobs from resource schedule with higher expected tardi-
ness (res schedulemax) to the resource schedule with smaller expected tardiness
(res schedulemin). Tardy job is moved by MoveJob procedure (see Fig. 3). If this
move decreases Uexpected or at least decreases Texpected then it is accepted other-
wise the job is placed back into res schedulemax. This is expressed by boolean
expression: Ubest > Uexpected or (Ubest = Uexpected and Tbest > Texpected). If we
used Uexpected only as decision criterion then some moves that decrease tardiness
would not be accepted which led us to worse results than this approach.

Dispatching rule always produces acceptable solution therefore the TS opti-
misation can be stopped at any time if fast decisions are required. This approach
is crucial because it allows to deliver solution on time and even more, its quality
may be improved wrt. the available time.

4 Experimental Evaluation

The Grid environment was simulated by our Alea Simulator [14] which is based
on modified and extended GridSim [4] toolkit written in Java. The experiments

1 Expected tardiness Texpected is computed similarly to Uexpected.



Procedure MTEDF(job, TC , UC)
schedule := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];
res schedule := null; res schedulebest := null; k := 0;
Tbest := MAX VALUE; Texpected :=MAX VALUE;
Ubest :=MAX VALUE; Uexpected :=MAX VALUE;

while(k < m and Tbest > 0) do
k := k + 1;
res schedule := schedule[k];
place job into res schedule on position l such: (dl−1 ≤ dl < dl+1);

Texpected =
∑m

i=1

(

TC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ti,j)

)

;

Uexpected =
∑m

i=1

(

UC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ui,j)

)

;

if (Ubest > Uexpected or (Ubest = Uexpected and Tbest > Texpected) ) then
Tbest := Texpected;
Ubest := Uexpected;
res schedulebest := res schedule;

remove job from res schedule;
place job into res schedulebest on position l such: (dl−1 ≤ dl < dl+1); //EDF

Fig. 1. MTEDF dispatching rule used for initial schedule generation.

Procedure TS(rounds, TC , UC)
schedule := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];
scheduleavail := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];
schedulecand := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];

Tbest :=
∑m

i=1

(

TC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ti,j)

)

;

Ubest :=
∑m

i=1

(

UC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ui,j)

)

;

res schedulemax := null; k := 0; tabu jobs := ∅;

while(k < rounds and Tbest > 0 and scheduleavail 6= ∅) do
k := k + 1;
res schedulemax := schedule[i] such that (schedule[i] ∈ scheduleavail and

TC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ti,j) is maximal and

i ∈ {1, .., m});
if ∃job such that (job ∈ res schedulemax and job /∈ tabu jobs and Tjob > 0) then

job := job such that (job ∈ res schedulemax and job /∈ tabu jobs and
Tjob is maximal);

MoveJob(job, res schedulemax, schedulecand, tabu jobs, TC , Tbest, Ubest);
else

scheduleavail := scheduleavail \ {res schedulemax};
schedulecand := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];

Fig. 2. Tabu search optimization procedure.



Proc. MoveJob(job, res schedulemax, schedulecand, tabu jobs, TC , Tbest, Ubest)
res schedulemin := null; Texpected :=MAX VALUE; Uexpected :=MAX VALUE;
schedule := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];

res schedulemin := schedule[i] such that (schedule[i] 6= res schedulemax and
schedule[i] ∈ schedulecand and i ∈ (1, .., m) and

TC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ti,j) is minimal);

if res schedulemin = null then
tabu jobs := tabu jobs ∪ job; //replace oldest item if tabu jobs is full
schedulecand := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];

else
remove job from res schedulemax; //put in res schedulemin using EDF
place job into res schedulemin on position l such that (dl−1 ≤ dl < dl+1);

Texpected =
∑m

i=1

(

TC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ti,j)

)

;

Uexpected =
∑m

i=1

(

UC [i] +
∑|schedule[i]|

j=1
(expected Ui,j)

)

;

if (Ubest > Uexpected or (Ubest = Uexpected and Tbest > Texpected)) then
Tbest := Texpected;
Ubest := Uexpected;
scheduleavail := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];
schedulecand := [res schedule1, .., res schedulem];

else
remove job from res schedulemin;
put job back into res schedulemax;
schedulecand := schedulecand \ {res schedulemin};

Fig. 3. Procedure MoveJob managing local changes in the schedule.

were executed on Intel Pentium4 2.6GHz machine with 512MB RAM. Simula-
tion was performed for 1500 dynamically arriving jobs and 150 machines with
different CPU count/speed. Both parallel and sequential jobs were simulated.
Our primary optimization criterion takes into account the deadlines— the typ-
ical quality of service constraint which allows to guarantee the execution of a
job before the given time instant. Experiments were processed on 7 different
arrival-time distributions representing 7 different loads of the system each with
20 different data sets which were generated synthetically using exponential dis-
tribution with the generator from [5, 19]. In the first case jobs were arriving
frequently so the number of jobs waiting for execution was very high. Remaining
cases had stepwise higher average job inter-arrival time so the load of the system
was lower. Tabu search performance was compared with First Come First Served
(FCFS), Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Easy Backfilling (BF) [16, 19] as
the representatives of scheduling policies used by current production queuing
systems. The results showed that our schedule-based approach reduces average
number of late jobs for all loads in comparison with the best results achieved by
the queue-based algorithms (see Fig. 4). Although the Tabu search takes much
longer than the queue-based algorithms, the absolute time to provide a solution



Fig. 4. Unit penalty U results (i.e., jobs not meeting their deadline – on the left) and
average scheduling time i.e., algorithm run time (right).

is very acceptable (22.8 ms per job in average). This is in contrast to the Back-
filling algorithm which was very time consuming when the queue contained a lot
of jobs. We also focused on the algorithms scalability regarding queue/schedule
size and algorithm run time. In this case the schedule-based solution proved to
be quite stable in contrast to the linear grow of run time in the case of the
Backfilling (see Fig. 5). It shows the correlation between queue/schedule size
and time required to add or select the job. It is not surprising that addition of
a job into the schedule or optimization itself takes longer than simple addition
of a job into the queue. On the other hand selecting a job from the schedule is
always fast operation in contrast to the Backfilling where the time grows lineary
with the size of the queue.

Fig. 5. Time required to select job to be run wrt. queue/schedule size. Notice quick
growth (out of scale) of the Backfilling run time (left). Average time needed to modify
queue/schedule when new job arrive or schedule is optimised by the TS (right).



5 Conclusion and Future Work

Incremental schedule-based algorithms demonstrated significant improvement
when decreasing the number of late jobs with still very good run time of Tabu
search over common queue-based policies. The Tabu search algorithm demon-
strates promising direction in development of new efficient local search based
algorithms applicable for Grid scheduling.

In the future we would like to optimize the local search algorithms to reflect
parallel job features—information about the resource load can be used to move
jobs to the time where the capacity of resource is not fully occupied by currently
scheduled jobs. Also, we would like to introduce network simulation, failure tol-
erance, preemptivity and job migration. Moreover new objective functions such
as makespan, resource usage or average flow time must be implemented. We also
plan to compare Tabu search performance with different scheduling techniques
such as Flexible Backfilling [19] or Convergent Scheduling [5].
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